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Memories of the 1960's around Bristol. An ex Barrow Road locomotive restored to working order,
photographed by Roy Kethro on a recent visit to the WSR. See report on Roy's talk on page 3.

THE UNKNOWN WARRIOR – THE LMS “PATRIOT” PROJECT
– by John Barrowdale
On the 13th November, we were visited by John Barrowdale from Portsmouth, who came to tell us
about the LMS Patriot Project which was set up to build a working replica of an LMS 'Patriot' Class
4-6-0.
John began by tracing the history of the class which had its origins in the London & North Western
Railway 'Claughton' Class 4-6-0s. The LMS inherited all 130 members of this class of 4-cylinder
express locomotives which had been designed by C J Bowen Cooke and built between 1913 and
1921. They were not without their problems however and the LMS decided to rebuild a number of
them into a more modern 3-cylinder form. Although referred to officially as 'rebuilds', the first 42
locomotives were virtually brand-new engines with scarcely, if any, components coming from the
locomotive being replaced, whilst a further 10 were regarded as new locomotives from the start
when built in 1934. The first locomotive to appear was No.5971 Croxteth in 1930; it was
renumbered 5500 in 1934 and renamed Patriot two years later. From then on the 52 locomotives
were known as the 'Patriot' Class.
John reminded us that, following the First World War, several railways dedicated one of their
locomotives as a mobile war memorial with an appropriate name e.g. Valour on the Great Central
and Remembrance the London, Brighton & South Coast. On the LNWR a new 'Claughton' was
named Patriot with the inscription on a second plate 'In Memory of the Fallen LNWR Employees
1914-1919' and it was this name that was transferred to No.5500.
Sadly, no 'Patriot' 4-6-0 was saved for preservation and it was to fill this gap that the LMS Project
was established in 2008 with the intention of building the replica at the Llangollen Railway. It was
decided that the locomotive should carry the number of the last member of the class, No.5551,
which was never named. A national competition was held to choose a suitable name which would
perpetuate the tradition of war memorial locomotives and that chosen was The Unknown Warrior.
From the outset the project had been endorsed in spirit by the Royal British Legion but, sadly and
most unexpectedly, when approached for permission for the organisation's traditional 'lion's head'
badge to be displayed on the locomotive, the Legion denied all knowledge of the project. A further
competition had recently been held for an alternative and John hoped that the design chosen would
meet with general approval.
Support for the project was such that it was possible to have the frames for the locomotive cut only
a year after the launch date and since then work had progressed most satisfactorily. Unfortunately it
did not prove possible to launch the locomotive in 2018 to coincide with the centenary of the end of
the First World War but it was hoped that it would not be too long before The Unknown Warrior
entered service. To date some £1.75 million had been spent on the project and it was anticipated that
the final cost was now expected to be in the region of £2.5 million. We were then shown a most
interesting set of photographs of progress on the locomotive and its tender.
John also gave us a comprehensive illustrated survey of the history of the 'Patriot' Class over its
three decades of service - from the original Fowler design via the rebuilds undertaken during the
Stanier and Ivatt eras. He concluded by informing us that, in addition to Patriot, the LNWR named
three of its locomotives after employees who were awarded the Victoria Cross during the First
World War: Lance Corporal J A Christie and Privates E Sykes and W Wood. The latter two were
commemorated on 'Claughtons' and their names were transferred to 'Patriots' in due course.
A vote of thanks to John for a most interesting presentation on a most worthwhile project was given
by Mike Millward.
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RAILWAYS IN NEW ZEALAND – by Chris Challis
and

THE BRISTOLIAN – by Roy Kethro

8 January 2019

For our first meeting in 2019 we enjoyed two presentations by members of our own Committee
Chris Challis began with an illustrated account of a visit which he and his wife, Pat, had made to
New Zealand in 2016. For this holiday, they had hired a camper van and were able to explore both
the North and South Islands. By way of introduction, Chris spoke briefly about the railway history
of the country. The first lines were both in the South Island, from Christchurch to Ferrymead,
opened in 1863 and from Invercargill to Bluff two years later. In view of the small population and
difficult terrain, railway development was slow, invariably requiring government financial
assistance. Within a few years all public railways in New Zealand were brought under direct
Government control with the Railways Department being set up in 1880.The gauge was
standardised at 3'6" to minimise capital costs and it was necessary to use many British navvies on
construction work. The network reached its greatest mileage in 1952, after which it was cut back
over the years. In 1993 the remaining lines of New Zealand Railways were privatised but this
proved to be unsuccessful with the result that the railways were re-nationalised in 2008, the new
system trading under the name of Kiwi Rail. Passenger services have all but disappeared except in
the Wellington area where there are electrified suburban lines. Nationally, only four long distance
routes survive and most traffic today is in the form of transportation of bulk loads.
Chris's photographs included a variety of general tourist interest, for instance in the North Island we
saw a shot of the first church in New Zealand and a goldmine. Of interest was the railway station at
Beaufort, open at the time but without any train service following an earthquake. In South Island,
we saw trams in Christchurch and the most attractive mosaic pavement at Dunedin station as well as
a plinthed Fairlie locomotive at Reefton. Several disused railway lines have been converted into
cycle and walking routes, the one at Otaga extending to some 156 Km.
To conclude his presentation, Chris showed us a DVD entitled 'The Rail Adventure'. This featured a
tourist train, hauled by a modern Kiwi Rail diesel electric locomotive, which started in Dunedin and
ran over some old NZR lines before climbing the scenic 64 Km long Taiei Gorge Railway.
After the break, Roy Kethro entertained us with a presentation entitled 'The Bristolian'. He
immediately pointed out that anyone expecting an account of the famous GWR (and later Western
Region) express train of that name would be disappointed as the title referred to his own life as a
native of that city! We did see some photographs of the train, however, which Roy felt must be
unique in that the Up train ran via Badminton and the Down via Bath. It was introduced in 1935 and
re-introduced in 1951.
In 1962 Roy's family had moved to a house near Stapleton Road Station and as a youngster Roy had
ample opportunity of watching trains on the Bristol - South Wales line, whilst not far away, adjacent
to Lawrence Hill Station, the former Midland Railway line from Bristol to Gloucester presented a
different variety of motive power. A couple of years later his grandparents moved to a house which
offered extensive views of the LMS locoshed at Barrow Road although this was a time when steam
was being rapidly replaced with diesel power.
Continued on page 4.
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THE BRISTOLIAN – continued
Despite his interest in trains, Roy stated that he had no intention of pursuing a.railway career on
leaving school. But fate decreed otherwise and Roy started as an apprentice at Bath Road MPD on
the 7th September 1969. After attending the Apprentice Training School and qualifying, his first job
took him to the then new High Speed Train depot at St Philip's Marsh, which was being prepared to
receive the new Class 253 trains which were to revolutionise InterCity services nationwide but at
first on the Western Region. Roy then briefly summarised his career which took him to the Control
Office and for a lengthy period at Temple Meads. He achieved promotion over the years and his last
appointment was as Bristol Area Operations Manager. With privatisation of the railways in the
1990s, Roy found that he was now working for First Great Western and eventually, after 43 years
with the railways, he decided to retire in 2012.
Roy illustrated his talk with many interesting photographs and with many anecdotes of his
experiences. Upon retirement, he continued with his interest in railways, not only becoming
Fraternity Treasurer but being involved with the Southern Locomotive Ltd activities based at
Swanage. He was also a supporter of the Llanberis Lake Railway in Snowdonia and more recently
had become actively involved with the Somerset & Dorset Railway Heritage Trust at Midsomer
Norton. A highlight for him had been attending the 40th Anniversary of the HST celebrations at St
Philip's Marsh in 2016 when the first production power car had been restored to original livery and
formally named after the designer, Sir Kenneth Grange.
The Chairman thanked Chris and Ken for providing us with an evening of excellent interest and
entertainment.

COACH OR CARRIAGE – by Andrew Tucker
When talking about a railway passenger vehicle the terms coach and carriage may seem to be
interchangeable but is this really the case? As items of rolling stock they are kept in carriage
sidings or carriage sheds. However, when coupled up a rake of carriages becomes, for instance, a
ten coach train.
In days gone by inspections would be made by Carriage and Wagon Examiners. Maintenance and
the construction of new vehicles would be carried out at the railway’s carriage works (coach works
seemed to be associated with road vehicles). Private companies had names like the Birmingham
Railway Carriage and Wagon Co., Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage, Wagon and Finance Co. Ltd.,
etc. They probably started out building four and six-wheel coaches and then developed bogie
coaches. With the Nationalisation of the railways in 1948 the design of new standard coaching
stock, to be known as the Mark 1 coach, was put in the hands of a carriage standards committee!
If you reserve a seat on a particular train then it is important to locate the right coach number or
letter before boarding. In the days of slip coaches it was of course vital that passengers sat in the
correct place. Once on the train if you are hungry or thirsty then you will need to find the Buffet or
Restaurant Car or you might settle down for the night in a Sleeping Car. This different term, Car, is
apparently an Americanism that probably came over with the introduction of Pullman cars and has
remained in the description for these items of stock. However, the reasons why or when we use the
terms coach or carriage remains something of a mystery. Any thoughts please to the editor.
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THE CROSSRAIL PROJECT – by Patrick Griffin
On the 12th February our speaker was Patrick Griffin and his presentation was entitled 'Moving
London Forward', an account of the Crossrail Project. This talk, unavoidably had had to be
postponed from last year's programme but was well worth the wait. In introducing himself, Patrick
told us that he had worked on Crossrail for the past ten years, with the responsibility of managing
the complex insurance matters relating to the project. He had retired at the end of 2018 but, in view
of the recently announced delays to the project and the consequent postponement of the planned
opening in December, he had been recalled to help for a further period.
Crossrail, now officially known as the Elizabeth Line, had its origins in the 1980s and, following
the Central London Rail Study of 1989, in view of the substantial anticipated growth in rail travel as
well as the need to improve access links to Heathrow Airport and Canary Wharf, the need for a high
frequency / high capacity line running east-west across London was accepted by the Government. It
was not until 2008, however, that the necessary legislation received Royal Assent and financial
provisions put in place.
The outstanding feature of the project was the driving of over 43 kilometres of tunnel under Central
London, eastwards from Paddington to enable a train service to operate between Maidenhead (later
Reading) and Shenfield with a branch via Canary Wharf to Woolwich and Abbey Wood. The
tunnels were to be no less than 6.2 metres in diameter (compared with 3.8m on the Victoria Line).
The project cost was initially estimated at £15bn but it now seemed that this would be exceeded by
a least a further £2bn by the time the line opened. During the 10-year construction period, some
14,000 people had been employed on the project.
Work began in May 2009 at Canary Wharf and subsequently eight gigantic boring machines, all
given female names, were used to drive the various tunnels under Central London. In view of the
multitude of other tunnels, sewers, service ducts, as well as the foundations of many buildings along
the route, clearances were often unbelievably tight, requiring very precise engineering. In addition
to the tunnels, from Paddington to Canary Wharf, seven substantial new stations had to be built.
Near Canary Wharf, it proved possible to use and refurbish the old Connaught Tunnel of the North
London Railway. The final tunnel breakthrough occurred in May 2015, almost six year after boring
started. The tunnelling naturally produced a considerable amount of spoil and this was transported
by rail to Wallasea Island in the Thames Estuary. On this artificial island, Europe's largest manmade wetland nature reserve is being created.
Patrick pointed out that the project had involved working in the closest association with a
substantial number of diverse bodies, including the Department for Transport, Network Rail,
Greater London Authority, the City of London, the Canary Group and Berkeley Homes. He then
dealt in some detail with a variety of aspects of the project such as the design and operation of the
stations, signalling, fire precautions and the testing of the new Class 345 electric trains being built
for the Elizabeth Line. He touched on the current delays and stated that it was now hoped that the
line would open in the Autumn of 2019; the franchisee would be MTR (the Hong Kong Metro
operator).
A vote of thanks to Patrick for a fascinating overview into a project, which until recently had been
the largest civil engineering project in Europe, was given by David Winter.
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50 YEARS OF RAILWAY TALES – by David Hartland
Again, for various reasons, the subject for the evening of 12 th March had to be varied from the
published programme - our Hon Speakers' Secretary must be tearing his hair! Our speaker tonight
was David Hartland who gave us an extremely varied and fascinating 5-part presentation which he
entitled 'More Railway Tales'. David last visited us four years ago, when he spoke to us about his
career, most of which had been with Brecknell, Willis & Co.Ltd, who specialised in the
manufacture of electrical equipment, mainly for railways. By the time of his retirement he had risen
to the position of Engineering Director and over the years his work had taken him to many parts of
the world.
For many years, David had been a member of the Great Western Society and it was the storage of
various items of rolling stock etc that took him to Taunton and set the scene for the first part of his
presentation 'Taunton – The Forgotten Tracks'. This related mainly to the Avoiding Line, built in
1895, to enable goods trains to bypass the main line station as well as providing a link between the
East and West Goods Yards. The line crossed over Station Road by a bridge on the alignment of that
which had originally carried the Grand Western Canal. The use of the line diminished with the
widening to four tracks of the line through Taunton Station in 1932. David happened to be present
when an unfortunate derailment of a passenger train to the west of the station blocked all four
running lines. Some passenger trains were routed via the Avoiding Line - the only time that this ever
happened as far as he was aware. The line was removed in 1986 and the bridge remained unused
until recently when it was converted into a new road - the fourth use of a bridge at this location!
David's photographs of Taunton certainly brought back memories to many members.
Part 2 was entitled 'Going Underground', recalling with photographs David's years of involvement
with work on the London Underground. This included the rebuilding and re-equipping of the former
Southern Railway 'Waterloo & City Line', whilst we also saw illustrations and a short video of some
experiments with regard to the testing of electric train pick-up apparatus - some of which were
undertaken in New York. The flashovers we witnessed on the video were truly spectacular.
The third instalment 'Electrifying the East Coast' related to a series of high-speed tests on the East
Coast Main Line in September 1990. As the electric locomotive used, No.91016, was equipped with
Brecknell Willis pantographs, David was invited to travel on the test train to witness the monitoring
of their performance. The section of line selected for the test runs was between Grantham and
Peterborough, the same over which Mallard had set the world speed record for a steam locomotive
at 126.5 mph in 1936. On one of the runs with 91016, the train reached 161.7 mph, a new record for
a locomotive-hauled train, and David proudly showed us photos of his hand-written log of that run.
After the interval, David's fourth offering had the intriguing title 'Myths and Legends at the Court of
King Isambard'. He opened this short illustrated lecture with a photo of the footbridge at Ledbury
station, showing the hole made through the bridge to allow the signalman to see the signal at the
mouth of the adjacent tunnel! David explained that I K Brunel seemed to have an obsession for
straight tunnels which one could see through - possibly after witnessing a total eclipse of the sun in
the company of the then Astronomer Royal, who was a friend of his. Most of Brunel's tunnels were
straight and this led to an examination of the claim that Box Tunnel had been deliberately designed
so that the sun would shine through it on Brunel's birthday - the 9th April.
Continued on page 7.
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50 YEARS OF RAILWAY TALES - continued
First of all, David questioned why Brunel needed to build the 3,212 yard long tunnel through Box
Hill at all as, with a fairly modest deviation to the north, the need for such a major and expensive
work could have been avoided. The tunnel has a 1 in 100 gradient falling towards Bath, and with
the help of diagrams, dealing with such matters as diffraction and leap years, together with the
observations over many years the, it was true that the sun did shine through the tunnel but not on
Brunel's birthday but a couple of days from it. David showed beautiful photographs of the sun
shining through the tunnel in 2018, but did Brunel make a mistake in his calculations? Was it an
exercise in vanity - at the expense of the GWR shareholders? Having studied recent research, David
favoured the view that the alignment was in fact designed so that the sun would shine through Box
Tunnel on the birthday of his eldest sister, Emma, who was his favourite - on the 6th April.
The Fifth and final item was something even more exotic. It was a musical offering; against a
rendering of the famous French song 'La Mer', sung by Charles Trenet. David had put together a
series of photographs, showing trains taken against a background of the sea or an estuary. It was
delightful.
A vote of thanks was given by Andrew Tucker who thanked David for stepping into the breach to
provide us with an evening of excellent and varied entertainment.

2019 PROGRAMME

14 May
10-11 August
10 September
8 October
12 November
10 December

To Scotland for Steam – Part 1
Railwells Model Railway Exhibition
The Orient Express and its Interesting Passengers
The Weston, Clevedon & Portishead Railway
The Politics of the S&D Railway Closure
AGM followed by Quiz – set by last year's winner

Brian Arman
Roger Ellis
Christopher Redwood
Colin Divall
Jim Allwood

All meetings are held at Wells Town Hall, 7.00pm onwards for 7.30 start,
except Railwells, which is 10.30 – 5.30 Sat, 10.30 – 4.30 Sun.

NEXT NEWSLETTER
The next Newsletter will be issued in July 2019. Please send contributions to the editor by 30 June.
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NEWS FROM OTHER GROUPS
EAST SOMERSET RAILWAY – 2018 / 19 PROGRESS – by Ian Elliott
Since the Fraternities ‘Footplate Day’ at the ESR last March we have continued to develop the
railway, particularly with our reinstatement of the ‘down’ platform and waiting room. The platform
project is in two parts. Last year saw the platform reinstated from the signal box to the site of the
original waiting room, including building a new waiting room on the old foundations, to the same
appearance. This was funded by the National Lottery, delivered earlier than planned, and ‘under
budget’. The second part of this project will be delivered this year, completing the down platform,
then refurbishing the original up platform waiting room and ticket office which becomes our
‘History Centre’ telling the story of the arrival of railways to Cranmore and the associated
quarrying industry. We expect the second part of our lottery grant to be released shortly.
Within the Loco Workshop we have introduced some modern machinery to support our loco
overhaul business. We continue to restore 5239 ’Goliath’ for the Dartmouth Steam Railway, which
members would have seen in pieces on your visit. This is now steadily coming together and the
new steam tubes were delivered in late January this year. Our carriage restoration and repair work
takes two separate strands, one led by our volunteers and the other our commercial ‘CTMS’
overhaul business, completing restorations for other heritage railways. At the moment waiting to
enter restoration in the CTMS carriage workshops is the A4 Society Support Coach, which is
normally to be seen behind 60007 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’. The workshops are also working on the
Cranmore based DMU set, replacing corridor ends. We have recently delivered the final carriage of
a rake we restored for the Bluebell Railway.
Our volunteer carriage restoration team are completing a new ‘Kitchen Coach’ for our dining
services. The coach will provide a full kitchen, bar servery, and dedicated dining space for our
guests using wheelchairs, where they can sit at a table and dine with their families and friends. This
coach came to us as a support coach used for main line working by Balfour Beatty, and whilst
structurally sound, it was air braked, thus we have had to reinstate vacuum braking. We are always
busy refurbishing our own stock, including goods vehicles, which provide a steady workload
throughout the year.
An exciting feature of this year will be the resumption of ‘Railtour Visits’. Network Rail have just
completed clearing our connection to the mainline. The 16th of March 2019 is an exciting day for
the ESR, as UK Railtours are visiting on 'The Somerset Strimmer’. Hauled by a Class 59/2 loco (a
class very much associated with the Mendips) the tour will depart from London Victoria to
Somerset. When they reach the East Somerset Junction, the train will travel over the cleared track
and to Cranmore Station from the east. The tour is sold out but we expect enthusiast interest for the
trains arrival and departure. We also have another rail tour (steam hauled) in the planning stage for
later in 2019, but we can’t release any details at present.

AND FINALLY :
Did you know that Ilkley station in West Yorkshire was the last on British Rail to be lit by gas. The
gas lights were extinguished for the last time on 8 May 1988.
Ilkey station was opened in August 1865 as the western terminus of the Otley & Ilkley Joint
Railway (Midland and North Eastern railways). It currently served by Class 333 electric trains run
by Northern.
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